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A major challenge in systems neuroscience is understanding the patterns of neural activity that support sensory processing 1 , memory 2 , decision-making 3 and cognition 4 . This activity emerges from interactions between neurons 5 , as well as bottom-up sensory and top-down modulatory inputs 6 . Determining the physiological basis of these activity patterns will provide constraints on theories of neural computation, as well as bridges between physiology and cognition.
Different statistical approaches have been used to uncover important features of neuronal activity, such as the functional coupling in a network 7 , the dimensionality of population responses 8 and their variability [9] [10] [11] . Although these approaches identify the essential statistical features of large-scale network activity, they give little insight into the physiological causes of the observed activity patterns. Moreover, the high dimensionality and limited amount of available data obtained from neural recordings require the development of new statistical approaches 12, 13 . As recordings from larger and larger groups of neurons become more common 14 , identifying constraints on the activity will become essential. Computational models that capture the essential biophysical properties of actual neurons can be better constrained and interpreted than models that make no assumption about the dynamics of individual units and their interactions.
Mechanistic models have long been used to understand the receptive field organization and trial-averaged dynamics of single neuron responses. Most famously, Hubel and Wiesel postulated the structure of thalamic projections to visual cortex from single neuron firing responses to bars of light 15 . Others have used mechanistic models to examine the effect of feedforward 16 and recurrent 17, 18 neural architectures on stimulus selectivity, providing targeted predictions for subsequent experimental studies of vision 19, 20 and other modalities 21, 22 . This approach is not restricted to sensory areas in which neural responses are easily affected by changes in stimuli. For example, there has been extensive work in building circuit models of persistent activity in prefrontal cortex during working memory tasks 23 and the formation of grid cell responses in hippocampus 24 , all replicating trial-averaged single neuron responses. We propose to extend this modeling approach by outlining how specific biophysical aspects of cellular and circuit structure can explain the variability of neuronal response.
Of particular interest is the trial-to-trial covariability between the spiking activity from simultaneously recorded neuron pairs. These noise correlations provide a simple and robust measure of the internal coherence of neural activity 25 . There is a vibrant debate about how noise correlations affect neural coding [26] [27] [28] [29] . In this review, however, we focus on the relation between noise correlations and underlying physiology of the network.
Noise correlations are frequently attributed to the presence of common afferent projections to a neuron pair 30 . A variety of mechanisms, however, can lead to correlated neural responses. On the one hand, direct common projections are not required if the presynaptic ensembles are themselves correlated 31 . On the other hand, correlations from shared excitatory and inhibitory projections can cancel, resulting in low net correlations 32 . Correlations can also reflect local recurrent connectivity [33] [34] [35] or feedforward inputs such as those induced by fluctuations in bottom-up or top-down projections 36 . Finally, the cellular nonlinearities that transfer input currents to spike outputs are also important in shaping neural correlations [37] [38] [39] . It is this diversity in the causes of noise correlations that make them challenging to study from a mechanistic perspective.
r e v i e w
An often-used strategy in systems neuroscience is to record neural activity under different neural states. State comparisons have been made between spontaneous and stimulus-evoked neural activity 40 , when attention is directed in or outside the receptive field of a population 41 , different levels of arousal 42 , and active versus passive sensory acquisition 43 . State modulation is essential for understanding neural activity that is specific to a certain neural computation. It also serves another purpose: it offers important clues about the circuit and cellular mechanisms underlying collective neural activity. Different mechanisms could explain the correlations observed under a single state. However, only some of these mechanisms will be consistent with observations from multiple states.
We begin our review with a partial listing of examples of statedependent modulation of neural correlations. We next synthesize several theoretical results into one general framework that includes three mechanisms of correlation modulation: pre-synaptic correlations, internal fluctuations and neural transfer. We explore these distinct mechanisms separately using a feedforward circuit model, highlighting their differences. We finish by discussing how these insights can inform the analysis of correlation modulation in recurrent networks, where several mechanisms can be simultaneously engaged. Our review highlights how modulations in neural correlations could provide a window into the physiology that underlies state-dependent changes in the nervous system.
Modulation of neuronal correlations
Simultaneous recordings from large populations of neurons are becoming commonplace in systems neuroscience 14 . Consider two spike trains from the k th trial of such an experiment, y t
where the Dirac delta function d (
represents the m th spike from neuron i. The spike count correlation coefficient 25, 44 between the two spike trains is ( ) denote the covariance and variance over trials, respectively. When ρ appears without a subscript it always refers to output spike correlations. Over small durations (T ~ 1−10 ms), ρ measures spike train synchrony, whereas, over long durations (T ~ 100−1,000 ms), it captures shared fluctuations in the firing rates of the two neurons over trials.
A growing list of studies show large heterogeneity in correlations measured across the nervous system, as well as from neuron pairs in the same brain region 25, [45] [46] [47] . Nevertheless, the average correlation coefficient across paired spike trains is typically small, ranging from 0.05 to 0.3 depending on the brain region, brain state and joint stimulus preference of the neuron pair 25, 45, 48 . Here we primarily consider long-timescale correlations, although our general framework is applicable to arbitrary time windows.
In this Review, we consider correlation changes induced by a broadly defined state change of the nervous system (Box 1). We present a partial list of examples in Table 1 , with each entry describing two states, which show that ρ can be modulated considerably in different animals, brain regions and cognitive contexts.
In sum, the diversity in the conditions and states in which modulations in correlation occurs suggests that distinct physiological mechanisms may be responsible. We next present a unified framework to discuss and compare a number of mechanisms that can impact the correlation coefficient, ρ, as well as how it is modulated across brain states.
Central framework for correlation modulation Biological neural circuits consist of neurons belonging to a variety of cell classes wired in complex ways. It is tempting to try to infer the structure of these circuits and the physiological properties of neurons in them from multicellular recordings from subsets of neurons. Such an approach is fraught with difficulties 49 , many of which are a result of the fact that only part of the population is observed. Here we describe an alternative strategy that is more modest in scope, but provides a general framework for discussing how modulations in spiking correlations depend on biophysical changes in the underlying circuit to which the neurons belong.
To start, we consider a pair of simultaneously recorded neurons that are members of a larger, yet unknown, neural circuit (Fig. 1) . To simplify our analysis, we assume that neurons in the pair are not directly coupled (although this is not required for our treatment). Using this assumption, we explore how the cellular properties of the postsynaptic neurons, and those of the presynaptic circuit that drives them, influence correlation transfer.
On trial k of the experiment, neuron i of our pair (i = 1 or 2) responds to its afferent inputs, x t i k ( ), with n i k spikes over the window
T.
We consider values of T that are much larger than the synaptic and membrane timescale of the neurons, thereby not explicitly measuring the fine temporal structure of the spike trains. For simplicity, we assume that Var n Var n Var n ( )
Cov n n Var n 1 2 , / . The two neurons do not interact directly, so r ≠ 0 implies that the presynaptic inputs to the neurons, x t 1 ( ) and x t 2 ( ), are themselves correlated. We quantify this correlation using the input covariance
between the integrated synaptic inputs,
When the input covariance is small we can use the linear approximation 37, 38 . We assume that the response of each neuron is the result of a leaky, potentially nonlinear integration of its inputs. The total integrated input, x t i ( ), includes presynaptic and postsynaptic components. The covariance between presynaptic inputs, Cov P P 1 2 , ( ), is determined by both common projections to the neuron pair, as well as correlations in the activity of the presynaptic pool of neurons 31, 32 . From the vantage point of a postsynaptic neuron pair, these sources are indistinguishable. If we neglect synaptic and dendritic nonlinearities, then
( ) ∝ ( ), where the covariance on the right is between the activities, P i k , of the population presynaptic to neuron i (Fig. 1) . Postsynaptic effects, such as stochastic vesicle release from synaptic contacts or channel fluctuations, are another source of variability 52, 53 . Given that these fluctuations are private to each neuron, we assume that they are uncorrelated between the neuron pair. Furthermore, they are also likely uncorrelated with the activity of the presynaptic population, so that Var (Fig. 1) . The total correlation coefficient of the inputs is then 54 . However, we make the reasonable assumption that there is a monotonic relationship between R y and R x , and hereafter make no distinction between R x and R y .
Finally, we consider the network to be in one of two states (labeled A and B) that differ in their correlation coefficient ρ. This analysis then yields the following expression for the ratio of ρ in the two states, A and B The modulation in ρ between the two states results from three separate terms. First, r r ≠ , as the linearization about the operational point at state A will typically differ from that at state B.
(2) (2) npg r e v i e w Figure 1 Schematic illustration of correlation transfer in networks of spiking neurons. We consider a pair of unconnected neurons (black triangles) that receive input from a presynaptic population of excitatory neurons (red triangles) and inhibitory neurons (blue circles). Covariability, Cov P P
in the presynaptic inputs, P 1 and P 2 , to the postsynaptic pair is a result of a combination of shared anatomical projections leading to a shared input (overlap between P 1 and P 2 ) and correlations between the activity of the presynaptic populations. This presynaptic activity along with internal synaptic and cellular fluctuations, N i , determine the postsynaptic currents, x i (i = 1, 2), in each of the two postsynaptic cells. Finally, the nonlinear spike generation mechanism translates these postsynaptic currents into the output spike trains, y 1 and y 2 .
We next explore each of these modulatory terms in our feedforward network.
Three mechanisms of correlation modulation
There are several distinct ways to model a state change in a network. For example, neuromodulation through cholinergic and monoaminergic pathways can have diverse effects on the cellular and synaptic properties in a network 55 . Alternatively, the dynamics of large-scale neural activity, as measured by electroencephalogram (EEG) and local field potential (LFP) recordings, differ between two neural states 41 . This can be modeled by changing the statistics of a global input to the network [9] [10] [11] 56 .
In our framework, a presynaptic pool of excitatory and inhibitory neurons project to a representative neuron pair (Fig. 2) . We model the shift from state A to state B as an increase in a static external drive to the presynaptic neuron population (Fig. 2a,b,e,f,j) . This modeling choice causes changes in both the firing rate and correlations of the postsynaptic pair and can be loosely interpreted as capturing a wide array of neuromodulation schemes. We examine this general model of modulation (see Supplementary Mathematical Note for a description of the model) in three examples, each highlighting a different mechanism of correlation modulation.
Modulating presynaptic correlations
We start by analyzing the effect of changes in the correlations in the pool of presynaptic neurons. Here, as in other examples, the target pair of neurons receive correlated excitatory (E) and correlated inhibitory (I) inputs via an overlapping set of projections from the presynaptic pool. In the present case we also include direct connections from excitatory to inhibitory neurons within the presynaptic pool itself. These connections can correlate the inhibitory activity received by one neuron in the pair with the excitatory activity received by the other neuron. The covariance of the total presynaptic activity,
In state A, both excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic pools are weakly driven, resulting in low firing rates in the presynaptic populations and subsequently low firing rates of the postsynaptic neuron pair. The low rates in the presynaptic populations allow the spike threshold nonlinearity of the presynaptic cells to suppress neural transfer (the response gain L of the presynaptic populations is small). This compromises the presynaptic inhibitory pool's response to projections from the excitatory presynaptic population. In particular, the low firing rates in the inhibitory pool imply that the inhibitory pool (Fig. 2c) . In this case, ρ A is primarily a result of overlapping projections with ˆˆ,Ê Cov E E In state B, the presynaptic pool of neurons fires at a higher rate, increasing the net input to the postsynaptic pair, yielding a higher postsynaptic firing rate compared to state A (Fig. 2d) . Furthermore, given that the drive to the inhibitory pool in state B is larger than in state A, the spiking nonlinearity of the inhibitory neurons does not compromise their response to the projections from the excitatory pool. Thus, the activity of the presynaptic inhibition is correlated with that of the presynaptic excitation. However, given that inhibition is hyperpolarizing, whereas excitation is depolarizing, the projections from the excitatory pool to one postsynaptic neuron are anticorrelated with the inhibitory projections to the other postsynaptic neuron. In the end, ˆˆ,Ê Cov E I i j ( ) < 0 (Fig. 2c) , and this negative covariability partially cancels the positive covariability due to overlapping projections. This has the effect of reducing overall input correlations, so that . Excitatory and inhibitory currents are widely reported to be strongly correlated with one another [57] [58] [59] . In our model, such correlations are a result of feedforward excitatory and the associated disynaptic inhibitory pathways, a canonical circuit in the brain 60 . The functional consequences of this type of connectivity were first investigated from trial-averaged single neuron activity, with delayed inhibition creating a 'window of opportunity' for neural responses 21, [61] [62] [63] . Recent studies have investigated the influence of this circuit structure on correlations between excitation and inhibition and the covariability of population responses. In the whisker barrel cortex of rodents, this circuit structure supports an active decorrelation of the spiking activity between excitatory and inhibitory neurons when measured in the stimulus evoked state 64, 65 . A functionally similar feedforward circuit in the electrosensory system of weakly electric fish drives a decorrelated state when stimuli are spatially broad as opposed to spatially compact 66, 67 . The example presented above is based on the models developed in those studies.
Renart, de la Rocha and colleagues initially studied the cancelation of overall input current covariability by anti-correlated excitatory and inhibitory inputs to neuron pairs 32 . However, they considered the case of recurrently coupled cortical networks, as opposed to the feedforward structure analyzed above. They showed that, in balanced networks of neurons 68 , the large sources of correlation resulting from shared activity results in increased depression of synaptic transfer as a result of vesicle depletion. The probabilistic nature of vesicle recovery increases fluctuations in the synaptic current, so that relative synaptic noise, R B , is larger than in state A (Fig. 2g) . Given that vesicle recovery is independent across synapses, such increased variability dilutes input correlations, ρ B . This results in a modulation of output spiking correlations with r r B A < (Fig. 2h) . Variability resulting from internal release and recovery dynamics in individual synapses is well documented 53, 76 . Previous studies focused on the effect of such synaptic variability on the information transmission across a synapse 75, 77 . Here we follow our past study 78 and show how input correlations are diluted by synaptic variability in a firing rate dependent manner (also see ref. 79 ).
Synaptic variability is not the only cause of correlation dilution. Alternative mechanisms only need two features. First, the variability must be independent across neurons, so that Cov x x, 1 2 
(
) is unaffected by changes in state. Second, the variability must be activity dependent so that R changes with the state 80, 81 . A multitude of biophysical mechanisms satisfy these requirements, including fast membrane potential fluctuations resulting from stochastic openings and closings of ion channels 52, 81 , action potential threshold fluctuations resulting from finite-sized populations of axonal sodium channels 82 , and slow fluctuations in the cellular excitability of neurons 83 .
Modulating neural transfer
In the previous examples, the intensity of background synaptic fluctuations changed the input statistics. We next show how it can also influence output correlations by changing the response gain (L) of a neuron. In our example, the drive from the presynaptic populations is balanced, meaning that both excitation and inhibition increase with the modulatory input (Fig. 2i,j) . We chose parameters so that the total mean presynaptic input to the target pair is approximately projections in and outside the circuit were robustly and fully cancelled, stabilizing an asynchronous network state. Conditions under which such cancellation occurs have been clarified in further studies of recurrently coupled networks of model spiking neurons 69, 70 . Modulation of correlations is difficult to study in these cases, mainly because correlations are very small (on the order of the inverse of the network size). We will revisit correlation modulation in recurrent networks later. In sum, the circuit mechanisms that determine presynaptic covariability are diverse, and a complete treatment is beyond the scope of this review. Nevertheless, in many cases a cancellation between various sources of opposing pre-synaptic correlations is a key component.
Modulating postsynaptic noise
To demonstrate the influence of private noise on correlation transfer, we consider a model in which synaptic release is random. Every presynaptic spike releases a random number of synaptic vesicles to the postsynaptic neuron 53 . This is a result of both the nature of vesicle release and the fact that vesicles are replenished at random times. Vesicle recovery dynamics result in activity-dependent changes in the synaptic current's mean and variability. This type of synaptic dynamics is standard in models of short-term synaptic depression and has been widely used in past studies [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] .
We again consider the response of our model neuron pair in two states. In state A, the modulatory drive is weak and presynaptic populations fire at a low rate. In this case, the variability in the postsynaptic current, Var(N), is primarily a result of probabilistic vesicle release, as vesicle uptake almost always happens before the next spike arrival. Thus the relative synaptic noise, R Var N Var P
), is small (Fig. 2g) . As a result, the output correlation, ρ A , is only weakly diluted by synaptic noise.
In contrast, the larger modulatory drive in state B results in higher presynaptic and postsynaptic firing rates (Fig. 2h) . Higher postsynaptic Modeling work [84] [85] [86] [87] , dynamic-clamp slice experiments 88, 89 and in vivo whole-cell recording 90 have all demonstrated that increases in conductance-based input fluctuations lower L. Indeed, in our model, given that synaptic fluctuations are larger in state B than in state A, it follows that L B < L A (Fig. 2k) . Thus, despite the increase in firing rate between state A and B (Fig. 2l) , and the absence of changes in the input correlations, ρ A = ρ B , we nevertheless observe ρ B < ρ A (Fig. 2l) . The reduction of L by increased synaptic activity is well studied 88 , and the subsequent decrease in output correlations under this modulation scheme has been previously noted 89 .
Calculating the response gain, L, and determining its effect on the collective behavior of neuronal populations has a long history 50, 51, 91 . In particular, the example of a pair of uncoupled neurons driven by partially correlated inputs has been extensively studied. Formally, the nonlinear transfer between continuous input and spike response ensures that ρ < ρ x 37,39,92-94 , yet the influence of the nonlinearity can be controlled by several factors. In many neuron models, L increases with the firing rate of a neuron, resulting in a relationship between firing rates and ρ 37, 38, 95 . This prediction has been verified in a variety of experimental studies 10, 25, 95, 96 , and firing rate is often a core determinant of output correlation 45 . However, in general, output spiking correlations and firing rate do not have a prescribed relation, as our examples illustrate (Fig. 2d,h,l) .
Neural excitability can shape how input correlations are transferred to output correlations, with neural integrators favoring spike count correlations measured over long timescales 93 , whereas resonator and phasic membrane dynamics show enhanced short timescale synchrony [97] [98] [99] [100] . Subthreshold cellular dynamics, such as spike-frequency adaptation 101 or fast membrane tracking of slow synaptic inputs 92 , also shape L and hence the transfer of correlation. Increased cellular heterogeneity between the postsynaptic neuron pair typically reduces ρ 38,102 , particularly when measured over short timescales 38, 103, 104 . These studies all explicitly considered the case of correlation transfer for a neuron pair; however, the cellular and synaptic mechanisms that determine the response gain of a neuron have been a long-standing topic of interest 105 . Our theory suggests that all of these gain control mechanisms will also influence correlation transfer.
Distinguishing between the mechanisms
These three examples demonstrate how distinct physiological mechanisms impact both firing rates and pairwise correlations. We have chosen model parameters so that the changes in firing rate and correlations are nearly identical in all three cases (Fig. 2d,h,l) . This illustrates an inherent difficulty in using changes in output statistics to infer the biophysical mechanisms that have caused them.
One way to distinguish the mechanisms underlying correlation modulation is to consider spiking correlations ρ as a function of the time window (T) over which they are computed, as different mechanism modulate correlations on different timescales 78, 89, 101 . In general, ρ increases with the time window 106 , as in the case of the feedforward model with nonplastic synapses (Fig. 3a,c) . However, synapses with short-term depression have long timescale vesicle uptake dynamics (~ 400 ms), attenuating low frequency pre-to postsynaptic transfer. Consequently, broadband presynaptic activity is not correlated with postsynaptic responses over long timescales, and thus ρ is reduced for T > 400 s (Fig. 3b) . Although measuring ρ as a function of T can help to distinguish some mechanisms from others, it does not provide a perfect diagnostic. Indeed, some qualitatively distinct mechanisms may only show quantitative differences in the timescale dependence of ρ (Fig. 3a,c) .
Another way to distinguish the mechanisms is to recall that ρ is defined as a ratio
Cov n n Var n
CoF n n F n
In the second equality we used the co-Fano factor 93 , CoF n n Cov n n n ). The cancelation of presynaptic covariability through feedforward inhibition or an increase in variability through probabilistic vesicle release both lead to a reduction in ρ, as in the first case (Fig. 3d,e,g,h) . In contrast, larger overall variability with increased background fluctuations coupled with a reduced gain leads to a reduction in ρ, as in the second case (Fig. 3f,i) . However, as with timescales, separating modulations of ρ into modulations of spike count Fano and co-Fano factors can only give partial information about underlying biophysical mechanisms. It is possible to indirectly measure the stimulus-response gain L of a neuron by ranging over a stimulus parameter. If the stimulus dependence and the sources of input variability are known (or can be approximated) then one can account for changes in ρ by changes in L 66 . Manipulations of a neural circuit by pharmacological or optogenetic means can give further insights into how the organization of presynaptic correlations, ρ p , or postsynaptic variability, R, contributes to state-dependent changes in ρ (see below). Table 1) . Studies of this type continue to be well suited to uncover the physiological basis of state-dependent correlation modulation.
Correlation modulation in recurrent networks
Thus far, we have explored correlation modulation in a simple feedforward circuit (Figs. 1 and 2) . However, a primary characteristic of cortical networks is recurrent connectivity between neurons. Several groups have analyzed various models of recurrent networks of excitatory and inhibitory neurons [107] [108] [109] , and have provided key insights into the mechanisms that shape spike train correlations. For instance, networks with rapid, but delayed, recurrent inhibition produce fast-timescale correlated activity in the γ frequency range (30-70 Hz) 50, 110, 111 , but often show negligible correlations on slow timescales. Networks with weak or balanced coupling produce slow-timescale correlated activity whose magnitude scales inversely with system size, becoming exceedingly small in networks with thousands of neurons 32, 34, 35, 69, 112 . However, we are far from a complete understanding of self-generated correlated activity in recurrently networks of spiking neurons. Clustered feedforward 113 , clustered recurrent [114] [115] [116] and spatially distributed network architectures 47, 117, 118 can all produce correlated activity between spiking neurons. In such networks, only neurons that belong to the same cluster or are close to one another are strongly correlated. Indeed, experiments show that noise correlations are large for neuron pairs that are reciprocally connected 119 (same putative cluster), similarly tuned or are nearby in space to one another 48 . However, the correlation between neuron pairs that fall outside these categories are also, on average, positive 48 .
Parallel recordings from neural populations show that networkwide correlations can be largely explained by a one dimensional source of shared fluctuations, often treated as a latent variable in statistical approaches [9] [10] [11] 56, 120 . The origin of this source is not known. A straightforward (albeit phenomenological) way to model these dynamics is to drive a network of spiking neurons with a spatially coherent input that represents an external source of fluctuations 28, 56, 94, [121] [122] [123] . Using this strategy, we can study correlation modulation in recurrent networks.
We consider a network of model excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) spiking neurons with dense, recurrent connections between them. Weak feedforward input fluctuations, F(t), are shared by all neurons (providing feedforward covariability Cov F ), alongside private fluctuations specific to each neuron in the network (Fig. 4a) . The shared fluctuations are the largest source of network covariability in the model. In addition, we assume that there is a modulatory input similar to that of our previous models (Fig. 2) that depolarizes all neurons (different magnitude for E and I neurons). This modulatory input does not affect the external fluctuations F(t).
In response to the modulation, E neurons have a higher firing rate in state B than state A (Fig. 4b,e) . In both states, the shared fluctuations produce substantial variability in the instantaneous population firing rates (Fig. 4b) . If the strength of shared input fluctuations is small compared with private fluctuations, then the linear response framework assumed in equation (2) is valid 28, 66, 112, 121, 122, 124 . In this case, the intuition developed from our feedforward analysis will apply to a representative pair of neurons selected from the network. However, to understand the modulation of neural correlations, ρ, we must understand the combined modulations of the presynaptic input correlations, the transfer of presynaptic activity to synaptic current x and the gain of the postsynaptic response to those currents, L.
The nonlinearity of the transfer between synaptic input and spike response allows the gain L to be state dependent. In our model, we have that L A < L B (Fig. 4c) . This differs from our previous analysis (Fig. 2k) , as the network model has current-based synapses, whereas the feedforward case has conductance-based synapses, mimicking a high-conductance state 89 . With current-based synapses and moderate firing rates, an increase in firing rate results in an increase in L, which is supported both by in vitro 37, 105 and in vivo 20 recordings. Thus, in our model, it is expected that the modulation will produce L B /L A > 1.
Any pair of neurons in our network is correlated through the shared fluctuations F(t) via two pathways: the direct feedforward component that provides input with covariance Cov F between neurons, and the indirect pathway via recurrent excitatory and inhibitory projections between neurons in the network that also receive F(t). To simplify the exposition, we consider the joint common recurrent input R(t) = E(t) + I(t). The full covariance of the presynaptic input to a neuron pair then decomposes as
Here Cov R is the covariability resulting from common recurrent input to the neuron pair, whereas Cov FR is the interaction between the feedforward and recurrent pathways. This decomposition is similar to feedforward case shown in equation (3) . Although the feedforward input F(t) is state invariant, the recurrent activity R(t) changes with state. In our model, the inhibitory pathway is dominant, making Cov FR < 0 because dynamic recurrent inhibition acts to partially cancel the feedforward drive 69, 121 . The modulatory input enhances this cancellation so that Cov
Cov
Cov Cov
, ultimately yielding Cov P P Cov P P
( ) (Fig. 4d) .
The combined effect of the modulation is to produce two opposing manipulations of correlation transfer. An increase in response gain (L B /L A > 1) occurs in tandem with a decorrelation of the presynaptic input ( Cov P P Cov P P
). Our theory in equation (2) suggests that the response gain modulation will produce an increase in correlation in state B, that is ρ B /ρ A > 1, whereas the presynaptic correlation modulation leads to decrease, ρ B /ρ A < 1. We chose a modulation so that the latter effect dominates, and the spike correlation is reduced in state B (Fig. 4e) . In general, modulatory inputs result in state changes in multiple stages of correlation transfer.
As in the feedforward networks, it is difficult to use spike train data alone to dissect the individual contributions of gain and presynaptic correlation modulations in a recurrent network. Further probing of the network can, however, give insight into the mechanisms of correlation modulation. To illustrate, we model an experiment in which light is used to activate interneurons expressing halorhodopsin in a cortical network (Fig. 4f) . We assume that light hyperpolarizes a fraction (50%) of the I cells in our model. Removing a large fraction of recurrent inhibition changes state-dependent modulations in two important ways. First, the increase in firing rates in going from state A to B is much larger (Fig. 4g) . Second, spike correlations now increase with the state modulation (Fig. 4f) .
With weaker inhibition, the cancellation of feedforward correlations Cov F through Cov FR is attenuated. Thus, when halorhodopsin is npg r e v i e w activated, the decorrelation in neural activity through recurrent inhibition is compromised. Furthermore, the increase in firing rate with decreased inhibition allows L to increase to a larger extent as the network transitions from state A to B. The combination of these effects leads to an increase in ρ with the state change when inhibition is reduced. Had recurrent inhibition not been a primary component of the mechanism underlying the state-dependent modulation in the control case, then we would not expect to observe these qualitative changes.
This example shows how contemporary circuit manipulation techniques can be used to test concrete predictions about state-dependent correlation changes in recurrent networks. We have confined our analysis to networks with weak coupling that receive external sources of fluctuations 34, 35, 66, 69, 121, 122 . In this case, linear response techniques are valid. The network simply transforms global input fluctuations into networkwide spiking correlations. However, when coupling is stronger the network can generate globally coherent activity 50, 110, 111 and strong 125 or slow 115, 126 fluctuations. The complete analysis of such dynamics involves the nonlinear network properties, and hence the factorization in equation (2) is not applicable. Such behavior is beyond the scope of this review.
Conclusion
Here we present a general framework for analyzing the physiological mechanisms underlying the modulations of neuronal correlations. We demonstrate our theory using several examples; however, the list of mechanisms that we considered was not exhaustive. The large number of factors that modulate intrinsic cellular properties, as well as synaptic excitation and inhibition, suggest that many distinct mechanisms control neuronal correlation. Our theoretical approach allows for an easier navigation of this large space, and the development of a mechanistic understanding of state-dependent modulation of neuronal activity.
Unraveling the mechanics of correlation modulation in vivo will require a concerted experimental effort. We noted that whole-cell recordings will give invaluable data to validate the aspects of certain mechanisms over alternative ones. In addition, the combination of genetic specification 127 and targeted optogentic manipulation of neural circuits 128 promises to provide some fundamental insights. Finally, analysis of population-wide recordings describes how pair-wise correlations are distributed across large groups of neurons [9] [10] [11] 56, 120 . Extending our theory to networks of neurons is straightforward 34, 121, 122 . However, understanding how the dimensionality of population wide input correlation is represented by the spike responses of interconnected neurons is an open challenge.
The changes in correlated activity that we describe may have a number of consequences for neural coding. Theoretical 26, 123 and experimental 96, 129, 130 studies have shown that changes in correlations can increase the accuracy with which stimulus can be decoded from the population response. Furthermore, increased synchrony has also been shown to precede behaviorally relevant events 131 . However, recent work has exposed that it is the degree of overlap between the structure of population noise correlations and population stimulus tuning that ultimately identifies the correlations that limit information transfer 28 . This implies that conclusions about the effect of noise correlations on neural coding should be made with care.
We have come a long way in characterizing the mechanics underlying the responses of single neurons. Understanding circuit and cellular modulations of the collective activity of neural populations will be an essential step toward understanding the brain.
A Supplementary Methods Checklist is available. 
